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We present a method for investigating the cyclicity of an elementa-
ry focus or center of a polynomial system of differential equations
by means of complexiﬁcation of the system and application of
algorithms of computational algebra, showing an approach to
treating the case that the Bautin ideal B of focus quantities is not
a radical ideal (more precisely, when the ideal BK is not radical,
where BK is the ideal generated by the shortest initial string of
focus quantities that, like the Bautin ideal, determines the center
variety). We illustrate the method with a family of cubic systems.
© 2008 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Consider systems of ordinary differential equations on R2 of the form
u˙ = P (u, v), v˙ = Q (u, v) (1)
where P and Q are polynomials, max{deg P ,deg Q } = n. We view (1) as deﬁning a family of systems
parametrized by the coeﬃcients of P and Q . The parameter space E is just Euclidean (n + 1)(n + 2)-
space, every point E of which corresponds to a system of the form (1). A singular point (u0, v0) ∈ R2
of a system E ∈ E is said to have cyclicity k with respect to E if and only if any suﬃciently small
perturbation of E in E has at most k limit cycles in a suﬃciently small neighborhood of (u0, v0),
and k is the smallest number with this property. The problem of the cyclicity of a center or a focus of
a system of the form (1), which we always assume to be located at the origin, is known as the local
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part asks for a bound on the number of limit cycles anywhere in the phase portrait of a system of
the form (1) in terms of n alone.
The concept of cyclicity was introduced by Bautin in his seminal paper [2], in which he showed
that the cyclicity of antisaddles (i.e., foci and centers) in quadratic systems is three. Bautin’s theorem
is a fundamental result that is important not only because of the bound that it provides, but also
because of the approach it gives to the study of the problem of cyclicity in any polynomial system.
Speciﬁcally, Bautin showed that the cyclicity problem in the case of an elementary focus or center
(one at which the linear part has a nonzero eigenvalue) could be reduced to the problem of ﬁnding
a basis for the ideal of focus quantities in the ring of polynomials in the coeﬃcients of the system.
Nevertheless, Bautin’s result has not been fully generalized. Even for cubic systems only partial results
are yet known. Among them we mention the result of Sibirskii [17] (see also [20]) that the cyclicity of
a linear center or focus perturbed by homogeneous polynomials of the third degree is at most ﬁve. In
his work Bautin considered quadratic systems with antisaddles in the normal form of Kapteyn. Such
systems look simpler in that form because then there are only ﬁve real parameters. However, the
ideal of focus quantities is not radical when the system is written this way so that Bautin’s method of
constructing that ideal was rather complicated. Simpler ways of resolving the problem were suggested
in [18,19] (the problem has been treated also in [6,10]).
It is shown in [15] that based on Bautin’s approach the cyclicity problem can be easily resolved
using algorithms of modern computational algebra in the case that the ideal generated by the initial
string of focus quantities that determine the center variety is a radical ideal. This is the case for
quadratic systems and for linear systems with homogeneous cubic nonlinearities. However it appears
such a situation arises very rarely and as rule the ideal in question is not a radical ideal. In this
paper we present an approach to the problem based on complexiﬁcation of the system and the use
of algorithms of computational algebra, which works in some cases when the ideal is not radical. We
present the method by applying it to a cubic family of systems. We show how the structure of the
focus quantities can be used to move the computations to a different ring in order to get around the
diﬃculty with nonradicality of the ideal.
Any polynomial system with an elementary antisaddle at the origin can be written
u˙ = λu − v +
n∑
j+k=2
A jku
j vk, v˙ = u + λv +
n∑
j+k=2
B jku
j vk. (2a)
When λ = 0 the origin is a hyperbolic focus, hence has cyclicity zero, but perturbation naturally occurs
within family (2), hence we include it, although the real questions of interest arise for systems in the
restricted family
u˙ = −v +
n∑
j+k=2
A jku
j vk, v˙ = u +
n∑
j+k=2
B jku
j vk. (2b)
We write just (A, B) for the ordered vector (A20, . . . , A0n, B20, . . . , B0n) and in this case denote the
parameter space E by E(λ, (A, B)) for (2a) and E(A, B) for (2b). We introduce complex coordinates
by setting
x = u + iv, y = x¯ = u − iv. (3)
Differentiating (3) and applying (2) yields
x˙ = λx+ ix−
n∑
j+k=2
a jkx
j yk = X(x, y), y˙ = λy − iy −
n∑
j+k=2
b jkx
j yk = Y (x, y) (4a)
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x˙ = ix−
n∑
j+k=2
a jkx
j yk = X(x, y), y˙ = −iy −
n∑
j+k=2
b jkx
j yk = Y (x, y), (4b)
with complex coeﬃcients a jk and b jk . The ﬁrst equation in each system (4) is simply the correspond-
ing real system (2) written in complex form, and the second equation is equivalent to it, since when
x and y are related by (3) it is simply the complex conjugate of the ﬁrst. If we allow y to be an
independent complex variable, not related to x as in (3), then system (4) is a system of ordinary dif-
ferential equations on C2, the complexiﬁcation of system (2), in which the coeﬃcients satisfy b jk = a¯kj .
In what follows we will allow a jk and b jk to be independent complex parameters so that (4) is re-
garded as a family of systems on C2 that contains the complexiﬁcation of (2).
It will simplify later expressions in terms of the parameters if we write (4) in the form
x˙ = λx+ i
(
x−
∑
(p,q)∈S
apqx
p+1 yq
)
= P (x, y), y˙ = λy − i
(
y +
∑
(p,q)∈S
bqpx
q yp+1
)
= Q (x, y) (5a)
and
x˙ = i
(
x−
∑
(p,q)∈S
apqx
p+1 yq
)
= P (x, y), y˙ = −i
(
y +
∑
(p,q)∈S
bqpx
q yp+1
)
= Q (x, y), (5b)
where
S = {(p j,q j): p j + q j  1, j = 1, . . . , }⊂ ({−1} ∪ N0)× N0,
where N0 = {0,1,2, . . .}. We denote by (a,b) = (ap1,q1 , . . . ,ap,q ,bq,p , . . . ,bq1,p1 ) the ordered vector
of coeﬃcients and by E(a,b) = C2 (resp., E(λ, (a,b))) the parameter space of (5b) (resp., of (5a)).
When (5) arises as the complexiﬁcation of (2) then Reapq ∈ Q[A, B] and Imapq ∈ Q[A, B]. It is clear
that there is a one-to-one correspondence between points of E(λ, (a,b)) (resp., E(a,b)) and systems
of the form (5a) (resp., (5b)). For system (5b) one can always ﬁnd (see, for example, [14]) a function
Ψ of the form
Ψ (x, y) = xy +
∞∑
s=3
s∑
j=0
v j,s− j x j ys− j, (6)
where the v j,s− j are polynomials in the coeﬃcients of P and Q , such that
∂Ψ
∂x
P (x, y) + ∂Ψ
∂ y
Q (x, y) = g11 · (xy)2 + g22 · (xy)3 + g33 · (xy)4 + · · · , (7)
where the gkk are polynomials in the coeﬃcients of (5b) called the focus quantities. A system of the
form (5b) on C2 (whether or not it is the complexiﬁcation of a real system) is said to have a center
at the origin if it admits a local ﬁrst integral of the form (6). It is also known that a system (5b)
with coeﬃcients (a∗,b∗) has a center at the origin if and only if gkk(a∗,b∗) = 0 for all k ∈ N. When
this condition holds then of course Ψ is a local ﬁrst integral. In general for polynomials f1, . . . , f s
we let I = 〈 f1, . . . , f s〉 denote the ideal in the ring of polynomials C[a,b] that they generate and
V( f1, . . . , f s) = V(I) the variety of I (the set on which every element of I vanishes). Thus a necessary
and suﬃcient condition that system (5b) with coeﬃcients (a∗,b∗) ∈ E(a,b) have a center at the origin
is that (a∗,b∗) ∈ V(g11, g22, g33, . . .). The ideal
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is called the Bautin ideal and its variety V(B) is called the center variety of family (5b).
We write the Poincaré ﬁrst return map R(r) for (2) on a segment [0, r∗) of the positive u-axis as
R(r0) = η˜1r0 + η2r20 + η3r30 + · · · (8)
where the jth coeﬃcient, the jth Lyapunov quantity, is a real analytic function of the parameters
(λ, (A, B)). Speciﬁcally, η˜1 and ηk for k  2 are ﬁnite sums of polynomials in (A, B) and rational
functions in λ, with rational coeﬃcients, times exponentials of the form emπλ , m ∈ N. In particular
η˜1 = e2πλ. We wish to count isolated zeros of the difference function
P(r) = R(r) − r = η1r + η2r2 + η3r3 + · · · , (9)
which correspond to isolated small cycles of (2b) that surround the origin, when the parameter string
(a∗,b∗) of the complexiﬁcation (4b) lies in the intersection V R of the center variety of (5b) with
{(a,b): b = a¯}. The series in (8) and (9) are convergent for all (a,b) in a neighborhood of (a∗,b∗) ∈ V R
and for all suﬃciently small r.
The precise deﬁnition of the cyclicity of the singularity of (2) at the origin is the following, ex-
pressed in terms of the parameters (λ,a) of the complex form of (2) (the ﬁrst equation in the relevant
system in (4)) and the corresponding parameter space, which we denote E(λ,a). Recall that the nat-
ural context for perturbation of an element of family (2b) is family (2a), hence the presence of the
parameter λ in the parameter space in the deﬁnition.
Deﬁnition 1. For parameters (λ,a) let n(λ,a), denote the number of limit cycles of the corresponding
system (2a) that lie wholly within an -neighborhood of the origin. The singularity at the origin for
system (2a) with ﬁxed coeﬃcients (λ∗,a∗) ∈ E(λ,a) has cyclicity c with respect to the space E(λ,a) if
there exist positive constants δ0 and 0 such that for every pair  and δ satisfying 0 <  < 0 and
0< δ < δ0
max
{
n(λ,a), :
∣∣(λ,a) − (λ∗,a∗)∣∣< δ}= c.
The local sixteenth Hilbert problem is the problem of the multiplicity, as deﬁned in the next
section, of the function P(r), parametrized by (a,b), at points of V R .
2. An approach to studying cyclicity
In this section we describe a method for studying the problem of cyclicity that is based on ideas
of N.N. Bautin [2]. It appears that most of the results of this section are known to the experts in the
ﬁeld as a kind of “mathematical folklore,” sometimes with different terminology. Our goal here is to
develop them carefully, state them precisely, and explicitly prove them where we thought it useful to
the reader.
Let E be a subset of Rn and let F : R × E → R: (ρ,μ) → F(ρ,μ) be an analytic function, which
we will write in a neighborhood of ρ = 0 in the form
F(ρ,μ) =
∞∑
j=0
f j(μ)ρ
j, (10)
where for j ∈ N0 f j(μ) is an analytic function and the series (10) is convergent in a neighborhood of
ρ = 0. For any ﬁxed μ ∈ E and any suﬃciently small  > 0 let m(μ, ) denote the number of isolated
zeros of F(ρ,μ) in an -neighborhood of ρ = 0 in R.
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if there exist positive constants δ0 and 0 such that, for every pair δ and  that satisfy 0< δ < δ0 and
0<  < 0,
max
{
m(μ, ): |μ − μ∗| δ}= c,
where | · | is the usual Euclidean norm on Rn .
There are two possibilities in regard to the ﬂatness of F(ρ,μ∗) at ρ = 0:
(i) there exists m ∈ N0 such that f0(μ∗) = · · · = fm(μ∗) = 0 but fm+1(μ∗) = 0;
(ii) f j(μ∗) = 0 for all j ∈ N0.
In the ﬁrst case it follows quickly from Proposition 3 below that the multiplicity of μ∗ is at most m.
A method for dealing with case (ii) was suggested by Bautin in [2] and further developed in [16].
The approach that we present here follows the lines of [2] and [16], but in contrast to them we
will derive a result on the cyclicity of a real system from an examination of the associated complex
system. A proof of the following important preliminary result can be found in [2] and [16].
Proposition 3. Let Z : R × Rn → R be a function that can be written in the form
Z(z, θ) = f1(θ)z j1
(
1+ ψ1(z, θ)
)+ · · · + f s(θ)z js (1+ ψs(z, θ)) (11)
where ju ∈ N for u = 1, . . . , s and j1 < · · · < js , and where f j(θ) and ψ j(z, θ) are real analytic functions on
{(z, θ): |z| <  and |θ − θ∗| < δ}, for some positive real numbers δ and  , and ψ j(0,0) = 0 for j = 1, . . . , s.
Then there exist numbers 1 and δ1 , 0< 1   and 0< δ1  δ, such that for each ﬁxed θ satisfying |θ −θ∗| <
δ1 , the equation
Z(z, θ) = 0, (12)
regarded as an equation in z alone, has at most s − 1 isolated solutions in the interval 0< z < 1 .
For k either R or C we denote by Gθ∗ the ring of germs of analytic functions of θ at the point
θ∗ ∈ kn , a Noetherian ring isomorphic to the ring of convergent power series in n variables over k. If
f is an analytic function on an open neighborhood of θ∗ in kn we denote by f the element of Gθ∗
induced by f .
Given a Noetherian ring R and an ordered set B = {r1, r2, . . .} ⊂ R , construct a basis MI of the ideal
I = 〈r1, r2, . . .〉 as follows:
(a) initially set MI = {rp}, where rp is the ﬁrst nonzero element of B;
(b) sequentially check successive elements r j , starting with j = p + 1, adding r j to MI if and only if
r j /∈ 〈MI 〉.
The procedure produces an ascending chain of ideals, which stabilizes, since the ring R is Noetherian,
hence the procedure terminates.
Deﬁnition 4. Let R be a Noetherian ring, let B = {r1, r2, . . .} be an ordered subset of R , and let I =
〈r1, r2, . . .〉 be the ideal of R generated by the elements of B . The minimal basis with respect to the
ordered set B of the ideal I is the basis MI of I obtained by the procedure described above.
The phrase “the minimal basis MI of the ideal I = 〈r1, r2, . . .〉” will mean that the set B in question
is {r1, r2, . . .}, with elements ordered as they are listed when I is described. Note that the minimal
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C[a,b] then I = 〈 f 〉 but MI = { f 3, f 2, f }.
Theorem 5. Let F(z, θ) be a series of the form (10) that converges on a set {(z, θ): |z| <  and |θ −θ∗| < δ} ⊂
R × Rn. Suppose the minimal basis MI of the ideal I = 〈f0, f1, f2, . . . 〉 ⊂ Gθ∗ consists of m germs f j1 , . . . , f jm ,
j1 < · · · < jm. Then there exist numbers 1 and δ1 , 0 < 1   and 0 < δ1  δ, such that for each ﬁxed θ
satisfying |θ − θ∗| < δ1 , the equation F(z, θ) = 0, regarded as an equation in z alone, has at most m − 1
isolated solutions in the interval (0, 1).
Proof. Working in a manner similar to the proof of Proposition 3 in Section 4.3.1 of [16, p. 60] one
can show that it is possible to represent the function F(z, θ) of (10) in the form
F(z, θ) =
m∑
q=1
f jq (θ)
(
1+ ψ jq (z, θ)
)
z jq .
The conclusion now follows by Proposition 3. 
Since isolated zeros of the difference function (9) correspond to limit cycles of system (2), the
cyclicity of the origin of the system (λ∗, (A∗, B∗)) ∈ E(λ, (A, B)) is equal to the multiplicity of the
function P(ρ) at (λ∗, (A∗, B∗)). Thus the behavior of the Lyapunov numbers ηk , k ∈ N, determines the
cyclicity of the origin for system (2). The next theorem and its corollaries spell out the relationship
that exists between the focus quantities and the Lyapunov quantities, which is important because
the focus quantities are so much easier to work with than the Lyapunov quantities. But whereas ηk
is a polynomial in the original real coeﬃcients (A, B) of (2), gkk is a polynomial in the complex
coeﬃcients (a,b) of the complexiﬁcation (4). To make a proper comparison, we must express gkk in
terms of the parameters (A, B). This is possible because the coeﬃcients (a,b) of the complexiﬁcation
satisfy b = a¯ and gkk(a, a¯) ∈ R for all a ∈ C , and because Reapq and Imapq are polynomials (with
rational coeﬃcients) in the original coeﬃcients (A, B), so that
gRkk(A, B) := gkk
(
a(A, B), a¯(A, B)
)
(13)
is a polynomial in (A, B) with rational coeﬃcients. The theorem is analogous to the lemma in [21,
p. 845] and is proved in a similar way.
Theorem 6. Let ηk be the Lyapunov quantities for system (2b), with regard to the antisaddle at the origin, let
gkk be the focus quantities for its complexiﬁcation (4b), and let gRkk denote the polynomial functions deﬁned
by (13). Then η1 = η2 = 0, η3 = π gR11 , and for k ∈ N, k  2, η2k ∈ 〈gR11, . . . , gRk−1,k−1〉 and η2k+1 − π gRkk ∈
〈gR11, . . . , gRk−1,k−1〉 in R[A, B].
Corollary 7. Let ηk be the Lyapunov quantities for system (2b), with regard to the antisaddle at the origin, let
gkk be the focus quantities for its complexiﬁcation (4b), and let gRkk denote the polynomial function deﬁned
by (13). Let I = 〈η2k+1: k ∈ N〉 = 〈gkk: k ∈ N〉 ⊂ G(A∗,B∗) . Suppose {ηk1 , . . . ,ηkm } is the minimal basis for I
with respect to the ordered set {η3,η5,η7, . . .} and {g j1, j1 , . . . ,g jn, jn } is the minimal basis for I with respect
to the ordered set {g11,g22, . . .}. Then m = n and for q = 1,2, . . . ,m, kq = 2 jq + 1.
We intend to use the focus quantities to treat the cyclicity problem. The focus quantities arise from
the complexiﬁcation of system (2b), but bifurcations to produce limit cycles naturally take place in the
larger family (2a). We have connected the focus quantities and their ideals to the Lyapunov quantities
of family (2b). The next result shows how the minimal basis of the ideal generated by the Lyapunov
quantities for family (2b) is related to the minimal basis of the ideal generated by the Lyapunov
quantities for family (2a). We will distinguish between the two sets of Lyapunov quantities by using
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although of course ηk(0, (A, B)) = ηk(A, B). Because the functions ηk(λ) are not polynomials in the
parameters (λ, (A, B)) we must work in the ring of germs in order to handle domains of convergence.
Lemma 8. Fix families (2a) and (2b) with the same indexing set S. Let {ηk(λ)}∞k=1 be the Lyapunov quan-
tities for family (2a) and let {ηk}∞k=1 be the Lyapunov quantities for family (2b). Fix (A∗, B∗) in E(A, B)
and suppose {ηk1 , . . . ,ηkm } is the minimal basis of the ideal 〈η1,η2, . . . 〉 ⊂ G(A∗,B∗) , k1 < · · · < km. Then{η1(λ),ηk1 , . . . ,ηkm } is the minimal basis with respect to the ordered set {η1(λ),η2(λ),η3(λ), . . .} of the
ideal 〈η1(λ),η2(λ),η3(λ), . . . 〉 ⊂ G(0,(A∗,B∗)) .
Proof. The functions ηk(λ, (A, B)) are real analytic on the whole space E(λ, (A, B)), hence by Abel’s
Lemma converge absolutely everywhere, so we may rearrange the terms in their power series expan-
sions. Thus for any k ∈ N, ηk(λ, (A, B)) can be written
ηk
(
λ, (A, B)
)= η˘k(λ, (A, B))+ ηˇk(A, B), (14)
where η˘k(0, (A, B)) ≡ 0. Since
η1
(
λ, (A, B)
)= e2πλ − 1 = 2πλ(1+ 1
2! (2πλ) + · · ·
)
it is also true that
η˘k
(
λ, (A, B)
)= uk(λ, (A, B))η1(λ, (A, B))
for some function uk(λ, (A, B)) that is real analytic on a neighborhood of (0, (A∗, B∗)) in E(λ, (A, B)).
Thus (14) becomes
ηk(λ) = uk(λ)η1(λ) + ηk. (15)
Let L denote the set {ηk1 , . . . ,ηkm }. Because L is the minimal basis of the ideal 〈ηk: k ∈ N〉 in G(A∗,B∗) ,
(15) implies that for all k ∈ N the identity
ηk
(
λ, (A, B)
)= uk(λ, (A, B))η1(λ, (A, B))+ hk,1(A, B)ηk1 (A, B) + · · · + hk,m(A, B)ηkm (A, B)
holds on a neighborhood of (0, (A∗, B∗)) in E(λ, (A∗, B∗)) for functions hk,q that are deﬁned and real
analytic on that neighborhood, albeit without λ dependence. The same equation is therefore true at
the level of germs in G(0,(A∗,B∗)) . Thus
M = {η1(λ),ηk1 , . . . ,ηkm}
is a basis of the ideal 〈η1(λ),η2(λ), . . . 〉 ⊂ G(0,(A∗,B∗)). We must show that it is minimal with respect
to the set {η1(λ),η2(λ), . . .}. Hence let
N = {η1(λ),η j1 (λ), . . . ,η jn (λ)}
be the unique minimal basis (which must contain η1(λ), since η1(λ) is ﬁrst on the list and is not 0),
with the labeling chosen so that j1 < · · · < jn , and suppose, contrary to what we wish to show, that
it is not the basis M . There are four ways this can happen.
Case (i). There exists p ∈ {1,2, . . . ,min{m,n}} such that for q ∈ {1,2, . . . , p − 1} kq = jq and ηkq =
η jq (λ) but ηkp = η jp (λ) and jp < kp .
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h1, . . . ,hp−1 ∈ G(A∗,B∗) . Applying the corresponding equality of functions that holds on a neighbor-
hood of (A∗, B∗) to (15) implies that
η jp (λ) = u jp (λ)η1(λ) + η jp
= u jp (λ)η1(λ) + h1ηk1 + · · · + hp−1ηkp−1
= u jp (λ)η1(λ) + h1η j1 (λ) + · · · + hp−1η jp−1 (λ)
is valid on a neighborhood of (0, (A∗, B∗)) in E(λ, (A, B)) (although hq is independent of λ), so the
corresponding equality of germs contradicts the fact that N is minimal.
The remaining cases are
(ii) there exists p ∈ {1,2, . . . ,min{m,n}} such that for q ∈ {1,2, . . . , p − 1}, kq = jq and ηkq = η jq (λ)
but ηkp = η jp (λ) and jp > kp ;
(iii) n <m and for q ∈ {1, . . . ,n}: kq = jq and ηkq = η jq (λ); and
(iv) n >m and for q ∈ {1, . . . ,m}: kq = jq and ηkq = η jq (λ).
Each one can be treated in a manner similar to the proof for case (i). 
Theorem 9. Suppose that for (A∗, B∗) ∈ E(A, B) the minimal basis M of the ideal J = 〈gR11,gR22, . . .〉 inG(A∗,B∗) for the corresponding system of the form (2b) consists of m polynomials. Then the cyclicity of the
origin of the system of the form (2a) with parameters (0, (A∗, B∗)) ∈ E(λ, (A, B)) is at most m.
Proof. As stated in the discussion after Deﬁnition 1 the cyclicity of the origin of an element of fam-
ily (2a) with respect to the parameter space E(λ, (A, B)) is equal to the multiplicity of the function
P(ρ) = η1(λ)ρ + η2(λ)ρ2 + η3(λ)ρ3 + · · · .
By the hypothesis and Corollary 7 the minimal basis of the ideal 〈η3,η5,η5, . . .〉 in G(A∗,B∗) has m
elements, hence by Lemma 8 in G(0,(A∗,B∗)) the minimal basis of the ideal 〈η1(λ),η2(λ),η3(λ), . . .〉
has m + 1 elements. Then by Theorem 5 the multiplicity of the function P(ρ) is at most m. 
As stated in the introduction structure inherent in the focus quantities can play an important role
in addressing questions of cyclicity. We will describe this structure now.
Fix a family (2), hence the ﬁxed index set S = {(p1,q1), . . . , (p,q)} ⊂ ({−1} ∪ N0) × N0 in (5),
the alternative expression for the complexiﬁcation (4). For ν = (ν1, . . . , ν2) ∈ N20 let L be the map
from N20 to Z
2 (the elements of the latter written as column vectors) deﬁned by
L(ν) =
(
L1(ν)
L2(ν)
)
=
(
p1
q1
)
ν1 + · · · +
(
p
q
)
ν +
(
q
p
)
ν+1 + · · · +
(
q1
p1
)
ν2. (16)
Deﬁne M ⊂ N20 by
M =
{
ν ∈ N20 : there exists k ∈ N such that L(ν) =
(
k
k
)}
. (17)
Note that M naturally possesses the structure of an Abelian monoid.
For ν = (ν1, . . . , ν2) ∈ N20 let [ν] denote the monomial in C[a,b] given by
[ν] = aν1p1q1 · · ·aνpqbν+1qp · · ·bν2q1p1 .
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νˆ = (ν2, ν2−1, . . . , ν1).
It is shown in [14] that the focus quantities of system (5b) have the form
gkk =
∑
{ν∈M: L(ν)=(k,k)}
g(ν)
([ν] − [νˆ]), (18)
with ig(ν) ∈ Q, k = 1,2, . . . . Similar properties of the focus quantities were also obtained in [4,13].
3. The cyclicity of a cubic system
Consider the family of real systems whose expression in complex form is
x˙ = λx+ i(x− a−12 x¯2 − a20x3 − a02xx¯2) (19)
and the family of complex systems that naturally arises when (19) is complexiﬁed,
x˙ = λx+ i(x− a−12 y2 − a20x3 − a02xy2),
y˙ = λy − i(y − b2,−1x2 − b20x2 y − b02 y3). (20)
The following preliminary result ampliﬁes the work of Liu [12].
Theorem 10. The center variety V(B), the variety of the Bautin ideal of family (20) with λ = 0, coincides with
the variety of the ideal B6 = 〈g11, . . . , g66〉 and consists of the following ﬁve irreducible components:
(1) V(a20a02 − b20b02,a2−12b320 − b22,−1a302,a2−12a20b220 − b22,−1a202b02,a2−12a220b20 − b22,−1a02b202,
a2−12a
3
20 − b22,−1b302);
(2) V(b20,2a02 + b02,a20,a−12);
(3) V(b02,a02,a20 + 2b20,b2,−1);
(4) V(a02 + b02,a20 + b20);
(5) V(a02 − 3b02,3a20 − b20).
Proof. Using the algorithm from [14] we computed the ﬁrst nine focus quantities of (20) (one can
also easily compute them using just formula (7)). The ﬁrst six of them, each reduced modulo the
ideal generated by the previous ones, are
g11 = 0,
g22 = −i(3a20a02 − 3b20b02),
g33 = 0,
g44 = −i
(
2160a320a
2−12 + 5760a220b20a2−12 + 2160a20b220a2−12 − 1440b320a2−12
+ 1440a302b22,−1 − 2160a202b02b22,−1 − 5760a02b202b22,−1 − 2160b302b22,−1
)
,
g55 = −i
(−340200a220b20a312b2,−1 − 226800a20b220a3−12b2,−1 + 113400b320a3−12b2,−1
− 113400a302a−12b32,−1 + 226800a202b02a−12b32,−1 + 340200a02b202a−12b32,−1
)
,
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(
102060000a220b
2
20b02a
2−12 + 68040000a20b320b02a2−12 − 34020000b420b02a2−12
+ 34020000a302b20b02b22,−1 − 68040000a202b20b202b22,−1 − 102060000a02b20b302b22,−1
)
.
By the Hilbert Basis Theorem V(B) = V(Bk) for some k. Using the Radical Membership Test (see e.g.
[5,7]) one can easily verify that
g66 /∈
√〈g11, . . . , g55〉 but g77, g88, g99 ∈√〈g11, g22, . . . , g66〉,
which leads us to expect that
V(B6) = V(B). (21)
The inclusion V(B) ⊂ V(B6) is obvious, therefore in order to check that (21) holds we need only prove
that
V(B6) ⊂ V(B). (22)
At this point we are faced with computations of Gröbner bases [3], radicals of ideals [11], as well
as elimination of variables. We have used the computer algebra system Singular [7,8] for our com-
putations because of its rich functionality and high performance in implementation of constructive
algorithms. Performing computations with the Singular procedures minAssChar or minAssGTZ
from the library primdec.lib [9], we ﬁnd that the irreducible decomposition of V(B6) consists of
the ﬁve components given in the statement of the theorem. It is shown in [12] that every system
satisfying at least one of the conditions corresponding to (1)–(5) of the theorem (e.g., for (5) the
condition a02 − 3b02 = 3a20 − b20 = 0) has a center at the origin. Therefore (22) holds. 
Let V ⊂ Cn be an aﬃne variety. We denote by C[V ] the ring of polynomial mappings from V to C;
an element of C[V ] is a mapping ϕ : V → C for which there exists a polynomial f ∈ C[x1, . . . , xn]
which when viewed as a function agrees with ϕ on V : ϕ(x) = f (x) for all x = (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ V . For
any ideal H = 〈h1, . . . ,hs〉 ⊂ C[V ] we deﬁne
VV (H) =
{
x ∈ V : h(x) = 0 for all h ∈ H}.
It is easily seen that VV (H) is an aﬃne variety in Cn . For any subset W of V we deﬁne
IV (W ) =
{
ϕ ∈ C[V ]: ϕ(x1, . . . , xn) = 0 for all (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ W
}
.
The next theorem is a part of the statement of Theorem 5 in §5.4 of [5], and is indeed a variation of
the famous Hilbert Nullstellensatz.
Theorem 11. If J is an ideal in C[V ] then
IV
(
VV ( J )
)=√ J = {ϕ ∈ C[V ]: ϕm ∈ J}.
We now illustrate a method, based on theorems of computational algebra and (18), that sometimes
allows one to obtain a bound on the cyclicity of a center of a system for which the Bautin ideal is not
radical by moving from the canonical polynomial ring to a different ring. (Strictly speaking, the ideal
in question that is deﬁnitely known not to be radical is not the full Bautin ideal B but the ideal BK for
the smallest K such that V(BK ) = V(B). This equality forces
√BK =
√B, but BK ⊂
√BK =
√B = B,
where the ﬁrst inclusion is strict, is possible.) We examine system (19), with the following result.
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Proof. By Theorem 9 in order to prove that the cyclicity of a center at the origin of system (19) is
at most four it is suﬃcient to show that GR6 = {gR22, gR44, gR55, gR66} is the minimal basis of the Bautin
ideal B. According to the computations described at the beginning of the proof of Theorem 10 the ﬁrst
nonzero focus quantity is g22 and gkk is not in the ideal generated by the previous focus quantities
for k ∈ {4,5,6}, hence G6 is the minimal basis provided
gkk = g22h2 + g44h4 + g55h5 + g66h6 (23)
in C[a,b] for k > 6. If the ideal B6 were a radical ideal then (23) would follow immediately from the
identity V(B) = V(〈g22, g44, g55, g66〉) = V(B6). Calculations (e.g. with Singular) show however that
B6 is not a radical ideal. To obtain (23) we must work in a different ring, one naturally generated in
terms of the monoid M associated to system (20). Ordering the variables a−12 > a20 > a02 > b20 >
b02 > b2,−1 we begin by computing a Hilbert basis of M, obtaining
(100 001),
(011 000),
(000 110),
(010 010),
(001 100),
(230 000),
(000 032),
(001 022),
(220 100),
(002 012),
(210 200),
(003 002),
(200 300).
We denote the jth element of this list by ν j ; each element of M is an N0-linear combination of
ν1, . . . , ν13. For each j let h j = [ν j] ∈ C[a,b], so that for example h1 = a−12b2,−1 and h6 = a2−12a320,
and let F = {h1, . . . ,h13}. Introducing the shorthand notation c = (c1, . . . , c13) we let J denote the
ideal in C[a,b, c] deﬁned by J = 〈c j − h j(a,b): j = 1, . . . ,13〉 and deﬁne the polynomial mapping
F : C6 → C13: (a,b) → (c1, . . . , c13) =
(
h1(a,b), . . . ,h13(a,b)
)
.
F induces the C-algebra homomorphism
F ∗ : C[c] → C[a,b]:
∑
c(α)cα11 · · · cα1313 →
∑
c(α)hα11 (a,b) · · ·hα1313 (a,b).
F ∗ is a ring homomorphism that is also a linear transformation of C-vector spaces.
Let ≺(a,b) be a monomial ordering on C[a,b, c] that possesses an elimination property for (a,b).
That is, with respect to ≺(a,b) any monomial containing only the variables of (c) is smaller than every
element that contains a variable of (a,b). Form the ideal R = J ∩ C[c], which can be regarded as
the sixth elimination ideal of J with respect to this ordering. Choosing lex with the ordering of the
variables
a−12 > a20 > a02 > b20 > b02 > b2,−1 > c1 > · · · > c13
let JG be the Gröbner basis of J with respect to this ordering. Then by the Elimination Theorem (see
Theorem 2 in §3.1 of [5]) a basis of R is {g ∈ JG : g ∈ C[c]}. The unique reduced Gröbner Basis of the
ideal R is given in Appendix A. By Theorem 2.4.2 in [1] R is the kernel of F ∗ , hence because C[a,b]
is an integral domain R is a prime ideal, hence is a radical ideal. (Note also that R is the full set of
polynomial relations between the generators of the algebra C[F ].)
Let C = C[F ] be the subalgebra of C[a,b] generated by the monomials h1, . . . ,h13 in F , that is,
the collection of all polynomials of the form
∑
c(α)hα11 · · ·hα1313 . It is clearly the image of F ∗ , hence
by the Fundamental Homomorphism Theorem for Rings C is naturally isomorphic to C[c]/R . For a
polynomial f ∈ C[F ] ⊂ C[a,b] we denote by f (F ) ∈ C[c] the preimage of f under F ∗ picked out, in
accordance with Proposition 7 in §7.3 of [5], as the remainder r =∑ r(α)cα11 · · · cα1313 of f upon division
by the Gröbner basis JG above; the computation is in C[a,b, c], but the fact that f lies in the image
implies that r lies in C[c]. In particular, since by (18) gkk ∈ C for all k we obtain in this way
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g(F )44 = −i(1440c5 − 2160c6 − 5760c7 − 2160c8 − 1440c10 + 2160c11 + 5760c12 + 2160c13),
g(F )55 = −i(−113400c1c5 + 226800c1c6 + 340200c1c7 + 113400c1c10 − 226800c1c11
− 340200c1c12),
g(F )66 = −i(34020000c4c5 − 68040000c4c6 − 102060000c4c7 − 34020000c4c10
+ 68040000c4c11 + 102060000c4c12).
Let W denote the image of C6 under F , W its Zariski closure (the smallest variety that contains it),
and C[W ] the ring of polynomial mappings from W to C, which is isomorphic to C[c]/I(W ) (cf.
Theorem 7 in §5.2 of [5]). By Theorem 1 in [5, §3, Chapter 3] W = V(R). But the Strong Hilbert
Nullstellensatz states that I(W ) = I(V(R)) = √R , hence because R is radical C[W ] is isomorphic to
C[c]/R , which we already know is isomorphic to C .
Denote by V the variety V(B) and by Vc the image of V under F , Vc = F (V ). Vc is a subset of W
and its Zariski closure V c is a subvariety of W . Let U be the subvariety U = V(〈g(F )kk : k ∈ N〉) of W
and let U6 = V(G6) for G6 := 〈g(F )11 , g(F )22 , . . . , g(F )66 〉 ⊂ C[c]. We claim that
U6 = U = V c . (24)
It is clear that gkk ∈ I(V ) implies that g(F )kk ∈ I(Vc), which in turn implies that g(F )kk ∈ I(V c), so that
V c ⊂ U ⊂ U6. (25)
Applying the ideas in §1.8.3 of [7] if we form the ideal N = 〈 J G ∩C[c],B6, J 〉 = 〈R,B6, J 〉 in C[a,b, c]
and compute H = N ∩ C[c], then V c = V(H). This is easily accomplished using a computer algebra
system, with which it is easy to establish that the ideals H and G6 are the same ideal in C[c], so that
V c = V(G6) = U6. Together with (25) this yields (24).
Let G˜6 denote the ideal 〈g(F )11 , . . . , g(F )66 〉 in C[W ] (here the generators are viewed not as polyno-
mials but as mappings from W to C). By the natural isomorphism of C[W ] with C[c]/R this ideal
is radical if and only if the ideal 〈g(F )11 + R, . . . , g(F )66 + R〉 in C[c]/R is radical. Letting r j , 1 j  44,
denote the generators of R as listed in Appendix A, it is easy to check that this is true if the ideal
H = 〈g(F )11 , . . . , g(F )66 , r1, . . . , r44〉 is a radical ideal in C[c]. Computing the radical of H with Singular
we ﬁnd that H is indeed radical. Thus G˜6 is radical in C[W ].
The equality U = U6 tells us that for every k ∈ N, g(F )kk ∈ I(U6) = I(V(G6)). But then viewed as a
polynomial mapping on W , i.e., as an element of C[W ], we have that g(F )kk ∈ IW (VW (G˜6)). By The-
orem 11 this means that g(F )kk ∈
√
G˜6 = G˜6 in C[W ]. Thus there exist polynomials f j,k such that for
c ∈ W
g(F )kk (c) = g(F )11 (c) f1,k(c) + · · · + g(F )66 (c) f6,k(c).
Applying F ∗ and taking into account that g(F )11 = g(F )33 = 0 we see that (23) holds. As indicated at the
beginning of the proof this implies that GR6 is the minimal basis of B so that by Theorem 9 the
cyclicity of a center at the origin of system (19) is at most four. 
We do not know if the bound in Theorem 12 is sharp. It is easy to show that there are systems (19)
which have cyclicity three, but we do not even know if there are systems (19) with four limit cycles.
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Bautin ideal is a radical ideal. However this situation is very rare: for nontrivial systems examined
so far it is known that it is the case only for quadratic systems and for a linear system perturbed
by homogeneous cubic nonlinearities. In the present paper we have studied a system in which the
Bautin ideal is not radical in the original polynomial ring but is radical in a monoid ring associated
with the system. How often this will be the case is open to question, however, and could itself be
atypical. If for example we consider the system
x˙ = i(x− a−12 y2 − a20x2 y − a11x2 y − a02 y3),
y˙ = −i(y − b2,−1x2 y − b20x2 y − b11xy2 − b02 y3),
which is one of the simplest perturbations of (20) (in the sense that the perturbation only slightly
changes the center variety), then calculations show that the Bautin ideal of the system is a radical
ideal neither in C[a,b] nor in the associated monoid ring.
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Appendix A
The unique reduced Gröbner basis of the sixth elimination ideal R = J ∩C[c] of the ideal J in the
proof of Theorem 12 with respect to the ordering ≺(a,b) is:
c11c13 − c212,
c10c13 − c11c12,
c10c12 − c211,
c6c8 − c27,
c5c8 − c6c7,
c5c7 − c26,
c4c7c13 − c8c9c12,
c4c7c12 − c8c9c11,
c4c7c11 − c8c9c10,
c4c6c13 − c7c9c12,
c4c6c12 − c7c9c11,
c4c6c11 − c7c9c10,
c4c5c13 − c6c9c12,
c4c5c12 − c6c9c11,
c4c5c11 − c6c9c10,
c3c13 − c9c12,
c3c12 − c9c11,
c3c11 − c9c10,
c3c8 − c4c7,
c3c7 − c4c6,
c3c6 − c4c5,
c2c12 − c4c13,
c2c11 − c4c12,
c2c10 − c4c11,
c2c7 − c8c9,
c2c6 − c7c9,
c2c5 − c6c9,
c2c3 − c4c9,
c21c
3
9 − c5c13,
c21c4c
2
9 − c6c12,
c21c
2
4c9 − c7c11,
c21c
3
4 − c8c10,
c21c3c
2
9 − c5c12,
c21c3c4c9 − c6c11,
c21c3c
2
4 − c7c10,
c21c
2
3c9 − c5c11,
c21c
2
3c4 − c6c10,
c21c
3
3 − c5c10,
c21c2c
2
9 − c6c13,
c21c2c4c9 − c7c12,
c21c2c
2
4 − c8c11,
c21c
2
2c9 − c7c13,
c21c
2
2c4 − c8c12,
c21c
3
2 − c8c13.
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